The Logitech Multimedia Speakers z200

The Logitech z200 Multimedia Speakers bring big sound to small spaces, like work and home office environments. With 5 watts RMS (10 watts peak power), enhanced bass, two audio input sources, fingertip control and a compact design, this desktop audio solution substantially outperforms the acoustic quality of built-in computer speakers.

**Features:**
- Rich 2.0 stereo sound with enhanced bass
- 5 watts RMS (10 watts peak power)
- Frequency response 80 Hz – 18 kHz
- Compact desktop design
- Two audio input sources
- Fingertip control
- Bass adjustment control wheel
- Headphone jack
- Easy setup
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Rich 2.0 stereo sound with enhanced bass
With 5 watts RMS (10 watts peak power) and two 2.5” drivers per speaker, these desktop speakers substantially outperform the acoustic quality of built-in computer audio.

Compact desktop design
Sleek, compact and stylish, the z200 multimedia speakers occupy minimal desk space while delivering rich sound from any computer, tablet, mobile phone, or MP3 device.

Two audio inputs
A wired line-in on the back of the right speaker and a 3.5mm auxiliary input jack on the front provide the versatility of connecting two audio sources at once.

Fingertip control
The front panel of the right speaker features easy-to-access volume and power controls.

Bass adjustment control wheel
Rotate the tone control wheel at the side of the right speaker to adjust add or reduce bass EQ.

Headphone jack
Convenient access to a headphone jack at the front of the right speaker provides greater privacy in the office environment.

Easy setup
Set-up is a snap: Connect the power cable to the speakers and then simply connect your PC Mac, tablet, mobile phone or MP3 device using the attached 3.5m auxiliary cable.

Product Specifications
- Price: $29.99
- Part #: 980-000800
- Width: 3.4 in (86mm)
- Height: 9.1 in (232mm)
- Depth: 4.6 in (116mm)
- Weight: 35.2 ounces (999g)

Technical Specifications
- Total Watts: 5W RMS/10W peak
- Driver size: 2.5”
- Hardwired analog stereo 3.5mm connection plus 3.5mm auxiliary input
- Headphone output jack
- Controls: Power/volume, Tone
- Frequency Response: 80 Hz to 20 kHz
- Sound Pressure Level (SPL Max) >88dB
- Power adapter cable: 6ft (1.8m)

System Requirements
Works with devices that provide a 3.5mm audio output, including: Windows® and Mac® OS computers, Smartphones, tablets, and MP3 players

Inside the box
- z200 Speakers
- AC Adapter
- Quick Start Guide

Warranty
- 3-year limited hardware
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